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Where college days end,
Opportunity begins
Student engineers who graduate this year will soon be
called upon to use their knowledge for the benefit of Industry, either in the designing of machinery or in selecting equipment to meet advanced production demands.
No matter which of these responsibilities may ultimately
become yours, you will find in Timken Bearings one of
your most powerful weapons with which to fight friction; power and lubricant wastage; inefficient operation;
excessive maintenance expense and rapid depreciation.
Whatever you require anti-friction bearings to do,
Timkens will do with utmost effectiveness.
Because of Timken tapered construction, Timken positively aligned rolls and Timken-made steel, they carry
all types of loads all radial, all thrust or both together
in any combination.
Industry has signified its approval of Timken Bearings
by selecting them for its toughest jobs in all types of
machinery. The Timken Roller Bearing Co., Canton, 0.
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the honorary fraternity, tau Seta'Pi,
can so influence the prestige of the Institute that it is important that its ideal
and conditions of eligibility should be
thoroughly understood by the members
of the lower classes, especially in order
that they may take
timely measures to win
this coveted honor.
to Dr. Frank Casper
Wagner belongs the
honor of taking the preliminary steps which
led to the formation
of a chapter at 'Rose,
the actual installation
taking place within a
few weeks after his
tragic death. Because
of his interest in the
Association, COrs.Wagner has presented to the chapter his key
which, with the Association's colors, is
exhibited here in order to inform prospective members and other interested
persons of the design of the emblem.
Purpose of tau Beta 'Pi: to mark in
a fitting manner those who have conferred honor upon their Alma Mater by
distinguished scholarship and exemplary
character as undergraduates, or by their
attainments as Alumni; and to foster a
a spirit of liberal culture in the Engineering Schools of America.
Eligibility: those men who rank in
the upper portion of their class, and who
are recognized by the faculty as being in
good and regular standing shall be elig-

ible for active membership. As a basis
on which to determine candidates for tau
Beta Pi, the class shall include the students in all five branches of engineering
taught at 'Rose.
In our Institute, the three high men
of the upper eighth of
the class shall be eligible at the beginning
of their Junior year.
the remainder of the
upper eighth shall be
eligible at the beginning of the second semester of the Junior
year. those standing
in the first fourth of
the class shall be eligible at the beginning of
their Senior year.
One's scholastic record
merely makes one eligible, the privilege
of offering membership to undergraduates
or alumni remains entirely with the active members. After a candidate has
passed the eligibility rule, he is measured
from five angles: (1) personal appearance,
(2) capacity for leadership,(3)character,
(4) social qualities, and (5) school spirit.
the Indiana Beta chapter of tau Beta
Pi trusts that Dr.'Wagner's bent will aid
in stimulating the efforts of 'Rose students to gain the coveted honor of membership in the Association and the privilege of wearing its emblem.

President Indiana Seta, April 30, 1931
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The Essence of Human Relations

FRIENDSHIP
Robert J. Owen,'20

The Technic has asked me to
suggest something which a senior,
about to graduate, should consider
when selecting his first job. It is
to be realized that although the
title is a word that has rarely if
ever appeared in an engineering
curriculum it has nevertheless involved every college student from
matriculation to graduation more
than he probably realized. It cannot be far afield, therefore, to discuss the subject as applying to the
years ahead of the prospective
graduate.
As a boy, you undoubtedly
chose certain of your playmates
for your more intimate friends. At
the time, you realized that these
particular boys would cooperate
with you more closely than others
you knew. The reason for this, if
you will but take time to look
back, is that these lads understood
you better, and you understood
them better than your other juvenile friends. As a result of this,
whatever thought you had in mind
culminated in a more or less successful venture. The point to bear
in mind is that you deliberately
The Rose Technic

chose certain ones to work with
you under the belief that you
would be more successful with
them than with other of your acquaintances.
Carry this one step forward to
your high school days. You showed
a decided bent for history, English or some form of athletics. If
athletics, you were thrown with a
certain group of boys who in common with you had a fondness for
some sport.
The first thing that your coach
did was to try and impress on you
certain plans whereby the team as
a whole could execute and complete
a play. If any one of the team
failed in the particular part, assigned to him, the entire plan was

Mr. Owen has worked under a
very wide variety of circumstances
since his graduation. He has had
to work with men rather than with
machines.
For this reason we feel that his
suggestions are timely and well
worthwhile—The Editor.

a failure. Since you were a boy
and human, certain of your team
mates appealed to You; others did
not. It is certain that you found
it much easier to cooperate with
those boys you liked than with
those to whom you were indifferent.
If your coach or leader was
astute, he would be quick to notice
every player's apathy or friendship
for the rest of the team. His first
move would not be to perfect the
team play but to perfect the team
cooperation or friendship. After
that, the execution of the plays
would be quite simple and, furthermore, quite efficient.
As a student in college, and this
applies particularly to seniors, you
already have certain recognized
friendships among fellow students
and more rarely been blessed with
the friendship of a member of the
faculty. The fact that you have
probably overlooked quite completely is that your professors
have been earnestly striving from
the time of your freshman year to
merit your friendship. I am quite
safe in saying that the most sucPage 5

cessful college professors are those
who realize that the friendship of
the student is quite necessary in
order that the professor himself
may be classed as a successful
teacher. Unwittingly, you have
given this friendship to certain of
your professors, and in their
classes you have been successful
because you desire to do those
things which will gratify them
and reward their efforts. I can
easily recall certain classes in
which I seemed to be very backward. That is certainly no indictment of the instructor. Rather it
was my fault in not allowing myself to become close enough to the
professor to really feel that he was
earnestly trying to do something
quite worthwhile for me. Therefore those classes became irksome
and more often than not my final
marks were disappointing. On the
other hand you recall those classes
where everything seemed to be
quite clear and the work a pleasure. Perhaps you had a particular
aptitude for this subject, but do
not overlook the fact that if the
subject matter had not been presented to you in a manner both
clear and friendly you would have
failed to assimilate it as completely as you should.
It seems to me after some years
away from Rose that the thing I
prize most highly (and perhaps I
should be censured for this statement), is not the subject matter
that was given to me but the
friendships of the faculty and my
fellow students. Engineering is an
exact science that may be learned;
friendship is a plant that must be
cultivated. Ten years after graduation most of you boys will feel
exactly as I do.
You men about to graduate are
imbued principally with the idea
of success. It is the duty of the
faculty to have you feel so. Now,
what is success? Can it be measured in dollars and cents? Perhaps. I doubt it. After graduation, you will find on whatever
job you take that you will be pervaded with a great feeling of loneliness. You have cast away from
the associations and friendships
four years in the making. You
are set down on alien soil, surPage 6

As the Seniors go out into the world, their friends can be
of great assistance to them.

rounded by strangers, and given a
task. The bell does not ring for
the next class, and you cannot ask
the "prof" for his suggestions. You
are on your own very definitely,
and I am sure that you will be
quite as lonesome as you were the
first time your mother left you in
the house alone when you were a
lad of five or six. You come to a
place in your work where you are
stumped. No textbook, no "prof",
nobody to whom to turn. It is
your first test as a man and an
engineer.
Being an engineer you will reason it out and perhaps arrive at
the correct solution. As a man
you will want somebody to whom
you can turn for advice and, if
you are really going to be successful, you will find him. Somewhere
in the organization with which

you are connected is a man whose
experience is somewhat broader
and who is willing to help you.
You must be enough of a diplomat, enough of a reader of human
character to find this man and
make him help you. That is the
beginning of business friendship.
Having found such a mentor, you
will be drawn to him, and will unconsciously copy him. Therefore,
be careful in the selection of this
man.
In the course of a few years, you
will find that you have accumulated two or three or maybe more
such men to whom you can go for
advice and help. Gradually you
will realize that these friends, for
they will have grown to be friends,
constitute your attachment to the
organization with which you are
(Continued to page 24)
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Chicago's New Merchandise Mart
Although several attempts have
been made to secure, under one
roof, a large mart where buyers
From far and wide may come and
make their purchases: no notable
sucess has been acheived until this
present building was constructed.
It is worthy to note not only
From the vastness of the engineering problems presented, but from
the facilities provided for the transient buyers.
K. E. Harmas,'22

The Merchandise Mart Building,
a colossal monument to modern
engineering, is the largest building in the world from the standpoint of floor area, although not as
to the number of feet it rises into
the air. Its construction was
financed and it is owned by the
Marshall Field Estate. The total
cost of construction was $32,000,000. It is the first building of its
kind to be constructed wholly in
air rights; the property on which
it is built is owned by the Chicago
& Northwestern Railway. It is 25
stories high, 6 of these are the
tower. The base measurement is
296'x326'x573'x724', with a total
floor area of over 4,000,000 square
feet or approximately 92 acres. It
would require a super-skyscraper
more than 200 stories high if all
this floor space were to be made
available in a building constructed
on the average sized ground area
of 125'x150'. There are 558 caissons varying from 4' to 9' in diameter and sunk to an average depth
of 70 feet in which were used approximately 50,000 cubic yards of
concrete. The caisson work was
started in the month of August,
1928 and the first tenants moved
into the building in April, 1930.
This Mart is more than just a
giant building; it is more like a
city under one roof. If we were
to use a slang phrase we could quite
The Rose Technic

emphatically characterize it by saying that under this one roof we find
everything from "soup to nuts." It
is primarily a wholesale city where
buyers from all over the country
go to a great central market to do
their buying, instead of dealers
taking their wares to the individual
buyers. When the Mart is entirely
occupied there will be about 1,000
dealers who will sell everything
from stones and refrigerators to
hats, caps, and suspenders.
When buyers and visitors come
to this great market they usually
arrange to stay all day. There is
no need to go over to a bank, out
to a restaurant, down to a florist
shop, send over to a drug store or
run down to the post office. All of
these and a barber shop, convention
hall, telegraph office, telephones,
and a club are right in the building so all one has to do is refer to
the building directory or ask one
of the many attendants to learn
just where these conveniences are
located.
Let us consider a few interesting figures relative to the building
construction and operation. The
outside walls are faced with that
well-known and favored Indiana
limestone. About 29,000,000 bricks,
1,350,000 Cu. yds. of concrete, 5,500
windows using about 132,000
square feet of glass, 60,000 tons of
steel, some pieces being columns
over 70 ft. high, girders 13 feet
deep, beams 26 inches deep, and 5,000,000 feet of lumber make up the
skeleton of this great building. It
is said that the steel wire used for
reinforcing the floors would make
a 100 mile highway 18 feet wide.
There are 30,000 lighting fixtures
using 380 miles of wire that weighs
60 tons. The electric lamps used
for these fixtures require about 10,000 kilowatts. There are about
50,000 sprinkler heads served by
142 miles of pipe, 33 miles of pipe
for steam lines and 40 miles of pipe
for plumbing. The fan system for
ventilation can deliver 2,000,000

THE MERCHANDISE MART
Chicago

cubic feet of fresh air per minute
which is enough to furnish fresh
air for a quarter of a million people. During cold weather about
210 tons of coal is burned each
day, which produces approximately 3,000,000 pounds of steam.
The variety of available transportation is an interesting feature.
A steam railroad passes under the
building on the ground level which
is really the basement, street cars
are at the first floor level, at the
second floor elevated trains, automobiles and boats. There is ample
docking space for the large lake
liners as well as small speed boats
that are sometimes used by a numof executives who live along the
north shore suburbs. It was originally planned to have a landing
field for airplanes on the roof, but
the tower idea won out.
And now the new midwest
"Radio City" owned and operated
by N. B. C. occupies the entire
19th and 20th floors. This broadcasting center includes six of the
finest and most scientifically constructed studios in the world. One
of these, Studio "A", is the largest
in existence. It measures 72 feet
long, 47 feet wide, and 26 feet high,
is equipped with violet ray lamps,
the first installation of its kind,
under which one can acquire that
Palm Beach sun-tan in less than
eight hours. It has the adjustable
wall panels for obtaining the
proper degree of sound absorption.
It is what is commonly termed a
floating studio or a room within a
room that rests on springs. This
(Continued to page 28)
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Engineering's
to the Indianapolis
They're off, the pace lap

A

Short History

The first five hundred mile international sweepstakes race was
held in 1911. With the exception
of the war years 1917 and 1918,
when no races were held, the event
has become an annual affair,
eagerly anticipated by the automotive engineering profession.
The piston displacement has
been gradually reduced from 600
cu. in. in 1911 to 91.5 Cu. in. in
1929. The policy of reducing the
piston displacement was abandoned in 1930. At the same time,
superchargers were eliminated.
The limit of piston displacement
for 1930 and 1931 is 366 cu. in.
With the gradual reduction of
piston displacement the average
speed has increased from 74.59 m.
p. h. in 1911 to a peak of 101.13
m. p. h., by the 122 cu. in. cars, in
1925. The average speed for the
1929 race was 97.585 m. p. h., by
cars of 91.5 cu. in. displacement,
or an average considerably below
the record for the 122 cu. in.
motors. Notwithstanding, t h e
time trials have shown that the
91.5 cu. in, motors were superior
in speed to the larger motors, and
thus they bear out the contention
that the lower averages recorded
for the smaller motors, are due to
conditions on the track, such as
accidents, light rains, and spilled
oil.
The average for the 1930 race
was 100.48 m.p.h. The best time
ever made on the track in the 1929
trials, by Leon Duray, was 124.18
m.p.h.
It is expected that the motors
this year, without their superchargers but with greater disPage 8

James C. Skinner, m., '32

placement and many new ideas incorporated, will be even faster
than the little motors were with
their superchargers.
An Early Race Car
The very earliest cars were much
different from the present speed
creations. No attempts were made
to reduce the wind resistance, in
fact streamlining was unheard of
on any vehicle. The bodies were
of the two seat type, and in general, the cars were extremely
awkward, and hence the skillful
feats accomplished by some of the
present day drivers would have
been impossible.
Two wheel brakes, wooden artillery type wheels, hard uncompromising tires, and no shock absorbers were characteristic of the
early day racer. The engines were
of rugged slow speed type, which
was none too dependable; having
four cylinders, with an occasional
six, to drive these bulky cars. The
cylinders were either cast in pairs
or singly, the clutch and transmission units were often separate

from the engine, and fully as undependable. The splash system of
lubrication was used on all bearings, and consequently all sorts of
lubricating difficulties prevailed.
Magnetos have been constantly
used, in racing, for ignition. The
additional weight of a battery,
generator, and distributor would
impose a handicap. Therefore the
modern cars also use magnetos.
The rear wheel drive was the
only type of drive on the Indianapolis track until 1925.

A

Modern Racer

The modern car has undergone
a host of changes from its predecessor. Eight cylinders, with
occasional variations running from
four to sixteen, drive the newer
cars. The cylinders are cast en
bloc, and frequently cars are entered with two parallel banks of
cylinders, of eight each, and driving two separate crankshafts. lip
until 1930 superchargers were permitted, and at that time these devices had attained a very high

Billy Arnold, 1930 Winner
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Contributions

As the world's best racing cars have roared around
the two and a half mile brick track each year, automotive engineers have learned a great many facts that
make the modern automobile what it is.

•

Speedway Classic
state of perfection. However, it
is held that these superchargers
are not practical when used on low
altitude work, and hence they have
been disqualified. At present not
more than one carburetor for every
pair of cylinders will be permitted.
Full pressure lubrication to all
of the principal bearings on the
engine insures adequate protection
to all bearings on the modern cars.
The front wheel drive made its
debut in 1925 and has been improved constantly until all of the
faster cars are now of this type.
This drive has many advantages
over the rear wheel drive, especially in the making of turns at
high speeds with the motor driving rather than retarding the car.
The front drive tends to minimize
skidding. An excellent future is
predicted for pleasure vehicles of
this type.
The braking system must operate effectively on all four wheels
—according to the Speedway regulations. Safety is of paramount
importance on the race track, and
this written law of the race track
is now an unwritten law of the
highway.
The high speed balloon tire is a
product of the race track. Very
frequently cars go through the entire race without a change of tires
while the heat alone used to be
sufficient to cause tire failures.
For the high speeds involved, all
tires and wheels must be very accurately balanced, and in the older
tires this would have been impossible due to the inherent inaccuracies of the manufacturing processes.
The Rose Technic

Speed from the track side

The Evolution of The Cars

was for these reasons that the
supercharger was so warmly welVery naturally the tremendous comed.
difference between the 1911 and
Throughout this period experithe 1931 racing car has not come
ments
were being carried out on
in a single day. There have been
superchargers
for aeroplanes. Sevmany theories advanced, tested,
eral
being considered,
types
were
and exploded in this long period
centrifugal type, driven
and
the
of evolution. As an example of
by an exhaust gas turbine, seemed
this development, let us consider
to
find favor, inasmuch as it used
the fuel system. The earliest
waste
heat. The field of experiengines were supplied by only one
ment
then
moved to the race track,
carburetor, however it was found
and there the positively driven
that additional carburetors matwo stage centrifugal supercharger
terially increased the speed of the
was developed. This device runs
cars, and soon the idea of putting
27,000 r.p.m. on a motor speed of
a carburetor on each cylinder was
7,000 r.p.m. It is capable of buildconceived. This greatly reduced
ing up a pressure of from 7 to 15
the differential in pressure between
lb. per sq. in. depending upon the
the atmosphere and the intake
speed of the motor and the throtmanifold, but again an improvetle opening. The stages are sepament came. Four valves were
rate, and have a cooling manifold
used in each cylinder. The mech- between the
first and second stages,
anism for the additional valves as well
as a cooling manifold beand the adjustment of the carbure- tween the second
stage and the
torg was complicated, and the two
motor. As has been stated, their
extra valves were conducive to
service to racing is no longer
lower compression on account of
the greater chance for leaks. It
(Continued to page 23)
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Michelson's interferometer
The recent death of Albert
Michleson has brought to our
minds the great service which he
has rendered to science. His various experiments on light will be
long remembered.
H. L. White, c., '32

A Brief History
The phenomena of interference
of light waves are first recorded as
observed by Grimaldi. In a book
published in 1666 he describes the
introduction of a pencil of light
into a dark room and the formation of diffraction bands at the
edges of the shadow of a rod held
in this pencil of light. The bands
were colored, and in strong light,
some bands were soon inside the
shadow. These bands were not
satisfactorily accounted for until
Young in 1801 explained his theory
of the interference of light waves
in a paper before the Royal Society of England. He was so
scoffed at that he lost his prestige
for twenty years. Thirteen years
afterward Fresnel, a Frenchman,
made the same discovery, not knowing of the previous theory of
Young. He produced interference
fringes by the use of two plane
metallic mirrors forming an angle
with each other of slightly less
than 180 degrees. In 1816 the two
men exchanged letters which were

notable in that.neither advanced
any claim to priority. Arago, the
first convert in France to the new
theory and Fresnel were the first to
make use of a form of interferometer in 1816.
In 1887 Michelson and Morley
performed an experiment to determine whether or not the ether
moved with the earth or "drifted."
This experiment has since become
famous, although it did not show
any lagging of the ether, because
this experiment was the dominating
stimulus which led to Einstien's
theory of relativity. However, another interesting result of this experiment has been the development
of the Michelson Interferometer,
for it was by displacement of interference fringes that Michelson
sought to detect the drift of the
ether, and, by the development of
the present form of interferometer, he was able to use the interference bands for this purpose.

Uses of the Interferometer
The idea of using the wavelength of some particular ray of
light as a "standard of length" was
first advanced. in 1829 by Babinet.
In 1887 Michelson and Morley suggested the use of the wave-length
of sodium light as a standard and
described a method by which their
interferometer could be used to determine the length of the standard
meter in terms of that wave-length.

MICHELSON
INTERFEROMETER
FIG. i

F'
Page 10
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They later tried the use of a green
mercury ray. In 1892 Michelson,
by invitation, took his apparatus
from Clark University to Paris
and measured the length of the
standard meter in terms of the
wave-length of red cadmium light.
This was probably the first practical commercial use of the interferometer. Today it is used to
measure the index of refraction,
the coefficient of expansion, the coefficient of elasticity, the length of
light waves, and by the makers of
micrometers, to test precision
screws.

Construction
From the uses of the interferometer, it is evident that it is an
instrument capable of extremely
precise measurements of small
quantities. This is further borne
out when it is remembered that
the wave-length of sodium light is
approximately one-one hundred
and fiftieth part of the diameter
of a human hair, and that the use
of a tenth part of a wave-length
as a reasonable degree of accuracy
is not uncommon. Consequently,
the construction of an instrument
designed to utilize the wavelengths of light as a standard of
measure must be very carefully
and accurately carried out.
Referring to figure one, a plan
view of the Michelson Interferometer, the instrument consists essentially of a rigid frame or bed in
which accurately cut ways are
made for the movement of the carriage upon which mirror C is
mounted, a micrometer screw for
controlling the movement of C, the
half-silvered mirror A, and the
mirror D. It should be noted that
the accuracy of the ways is such
that the greatest angle through
which the mirror C turns in passing along them is less than one
second of arc. Glass B is placed
The Rose Technic

in the light path of the fixed arm
to make the two different light
paths AC and AD contain equal
amounts of glass. B is made in one
piece with A, optically plane
polished and cut, so that it is exactly equal in thickness and kind
of glass to A. D is adjustable for
tilting, both horizontally and vertically. C also is adjustable in the
same manner in order that the two
mirrors may be made ninety degrees different in angle.
In figure two a source of light
in the form of a broad sodium
flame has been placed at S and B
(fig. one) has been omitted from
figure two, since it serves merely
as a compensator. The side of A
nearest the observer (at the bottom of the figure) has been halfsilvered, i. e., so silvered as to allow one-half the light to go on
through and to reflect the other
half. Upon striking the half-silvered surface of A, part of the sodium light is reflected back to the
mirror C, which in turn reflects
it back through A to the eye of
the observer. Note that half of
this light from C is reflected and
half reaches the observer. The
other half, from the sodium source,
goes through A to the mirror D
and is reflected back from D to A
and reflected to the eye of the observed (half of this, from D). This
then constitutes the essentials for
light interference—i. e., two paths
by which the same light may be
split and then brought back together, phase difference being obtained by difference in the lengths
of the paths.
Now, if the mirrors are adjusted so that C returns the light
normal to its surface plane, and D
returns it from a plane at a very
slight angle with the plane of C,
the result is as if the light came
from two synchronous plane surfaces slightly inclined to each other.
This can be seen by referring to
figure two, in which two points of
the source have been traced through
to the image planes as viewed
finally. Since these two image
planes are the final results of the
reflections as caused by the instrument, the mirrors can be left out of
consideration and only the final
image planes discussed. This has
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chronism and with equal inten-...._
sity. So likewise of points 3 and
4. Upon looking into the instrument the results of these interferFIG.3
ence effects are seen as vertical
parallel lines or "fringes” alternately dark and light. That these
fringes are really the intersections
of spherical surfaces can be seen
from figure three. Arcs 1 and 2
represent the traces of spherical
waves fronts preceding from image
points 1 and 2, in the plane of the
drawing. Now, if these wave
fronts are one-half wave-length
h
different in phase their intersection
at h, in some plane upon which the
FIG.4
observer's eye is focused, will show
are the intersection lines of
a dark band due to interference.
spherical surfaces.
So of arcs 3 and 4. There will be
a series of the interference fringes
If the two image planes are very
from other sets of points, and they nearly the same distance from the
will be circular in form, since they
(Continued to page
-
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The Editor's Choice of
Recent Books
A

of various kinds of reports, such
as, periodic, progress, examination,
and recommendation. There are
several appendices containing useful bibliographies of books, publications, periodicals, and published
utility of economic lot sizes in a reports, and lists of permissible
way which the engineer can read- abbreviations, inseparable comily understand and interpret. The pounds, hyphenated words, and
principles and formulae which are separable compounds. These add
developed are applicable to any in- to the completeness of the book.
At the end of each chapter are
dustry and have been given actual
to give one practice in
exercises
tests in manufacturing plants of
For those who
writing.
report
various sizes.—McGraw-Hill Book
subject more
the
study
wish
to
Co., 6x9, 375 pages, 45 illustrations,
in one
possible
than
completely
$4.00.
book there is given supplemmtary
reading for each chapter.
Report Writing
The time spent in reading and
by Carl G. Gaum and Harold F. Graves
studying this book will be a fine
Every engineer should be fami- investment for any engineer.
liar with the writing of reports, Prentice-Hall, New York, 6x9.
for much of his work is likely to $5.00.
consist of just that. Report Writing is a book which suitably meets Theory of Functionals and of
the requirements of those searching for information on this sub- Integral and Integro-Differenject.
tial Equations
Carl G. Gaum was formerly by Vito Volterra
professor of engineering at PennThe Theory of Functionals is a
sylvania State College but is now new text book written by one of
connected with the University Ex- the famous mathematicians of the
tension Division of Rutgers Uni- time. Mr. Volterra is a professor
versity. Harold F. Graves is as- at the University of Rome and
sociate professor of English com- was the earliest pioneer in this
position at Pennsylvania State branch of the higher mathematics,
College and he is co-author of a now known as "Functionals." His
book, "The Art of Argument." first work on the subject appeared
The combination of authors, one in 1887 under the title of "Funcan engineer and the other an Eng- tions Depending on Other Funclish composition teacher has pro- tions." Since that time the subject
duced an interesting, readable, has come to include all theory conworthwhile treatise upon a sub- cerning integral, integro-differenject of prime importance to engi- tial, and functional equations, reneers.
search on functional spaces, the
The book is divided into two calculus of variations in its broadparts. The first part deals with est sense, and questions involving
the elements of report writing. It effects of the type described as
takes up the demand for reports, "hereditary." These subjects now
fundamental forms of composi- are treated by the use of general
tion, matters of style, and the var- and systematic rules and processes
ious kinds of reports. The second belonging to the theory of funcpart of the book gives examples tionals.

Broad Selection or Contemporary
Technical Literature

Quality and Economy
In Manufacture
by Fairfield E. Raymond

Mr. Raymond is the Assistant
Professor of Industrial Research
at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. This work is the result of exhaustive research work
conducted under the direction of
the author at the Institute. The
intention was to analyse the problems of management by engineering methods with exactness comparable with methods used in the
sciences. The theory evolved was
that minimum cost production is
not the fundamental principle involved in the economical operation
of a maunfacturing plant. It is
demonstrated in this text that over
and above economic production,
capital must be conserved, and
then the desired profit can be
earned only when production is
carried on under the exact conditions for which minimum unit
costs are obtained.
In the past the management of
enterprises was conducted on the
basis of past performance, and the
obvious difficulties which were
most costly were overcome. The
progress of the past decade has
been so marked that in order to
maintain the same steady advancement it is necessary to analyse the
more obscure manufacturing problems and secure the economies thus
made possible. The purpose of
this book is to place in the hands
of executives more precise tools in
order that they may detect the
more elusive costs.
The text explains the theory of
economical production and the
Page 12
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This book, by Professor Volterra, is a compilation of a series
of lectures given by the author at
the University of Madrid in 1925.
The text explains the methods of
operations on functionals, the
functional calculus, integral equations, and general analytic functions. The theory of composition
and of permutable functions, integro-differential equations, and
functional derivative equations are
fully discussed.
Professor Volterra also gives
many practical applications of his
theory in various branches of pure
and applied mathematics and physics. One of his interesting applications is found in the biologico-mathematical theory of the
fluctuation of species living together in which he derives an expression for the general laws of
the fluctuations of two species living together, one of which feeds
on the other.—Blackie & Son
Limited, London and Glasgow, pal desire in constructing economic
6x9, 25/-net.
theory is to find possibilities of a
better standard of living.
The subject of economics has
Mathematical Introduction
been rather thoroughly developed
to Economics
in the realm of a natural science,
so
that now, future progress can
by Griffith C. Evans
the subject as a technical science
The engineering student fre- and applying the mathematical
quently finds the study of classical methods of analysis. The present
economics a very dry subject be- work has brought out the characcause of the uncertainty of deduc- teristic hypotheses upon which the
tions and the absence of an exact theory rests.
method of treatment. Mr. Evans
Much of the material contained
has produced a unique text book in the book was given in lectures
which develops the economic by the author at Rice Institute,
theories mathematically so that the the University of California, and
exactness of the results depends the University of Chicago. Mr.
upon the original assumptions and Evans is Professor of
Pure Mathenot upon the reasoning involved. matics at the Rice
Institute.—McThe methods employed are the Graw-Hill
Book Co., 177 pages,
fundamental methods of the dif- 6x9, 30 illustra
tions, $3.00.
ferential calculus.
The author recognizes the fact
that human behavior can not be Science and the New
predicted by any mathematical
processes but he analyses the pos- Civilization
sible theoretical relations involving capital, services, commodities, by Robert A. Millikan
the creation and transfer of
This delightful book is a reply
wealth, and the statics and dyna- to arguments saying that the mamics of manufacture and sale. He chine age of America is detrimenconsiders these subjects individual- tal to its cultural growth and that
ly, as though uninfluenced by the modern tendency of
our civilipsychology insofar as possible. zation is too material
istic. Mr.
The author states that the princi- Millikan discusses
all of the phases

of science and modern industry in
a way which the non-technical
reader can understand. He refutes the accusations made against
science and shows that the technical men have ideals which are
far from materialistic, and how
the achievements of engineering
have liberated the working man
from drudgery of yesteryears, and
given him time for leisure and cultural progress. The question now
arises, "What will man do with
this new leisure? Will it lead to
decadence or be extinguished in
some war of its own creation?"
Mr. Millikan answers these questions by analysing the future from
records of the past.
Mr. Millikan is Director of the
Norman Bridge Laboratory of
Physics of the California Institute
of Technology. He was the winner of the Nobel Prize in Physics
in 1923, Comstock prize for research in Electricity in 1913, and
the Edison Medal in 1922. He was
born in Morrison, Illinois, in 1868
and graduated from Oberlin College in 1891. He has degrees from
fifteen Universities in this country
and Europe. Since 1917 he has
been Vice Chairman of the National Research Council in Washington.—Charles Seribner's Sons,
New York, 51/
2x71/
2, 194 pages, $2.
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times. If it succeeds we may see
an industrial world dominated by
Several of the students at Rose Soviet industries, for this nation
seem to have fallen under the has unparalleled natural resources
latest drive of the Terre Haute and man power. Properly diPolice Department to enforce the rected an industrial giant of this
speed laws. No grounds for pro- kind would be beneficial, but in
test could be found, if the charges the hands of ambitious politicians,
were true, but the local authorities which is much more likely to be
seem to think that racing is one the result, fearful results might
of our major sports.
be obtained. Russia will bear
One case is on record in which watching in the next few years, at
a student was charged with travel- least until her foreign policy is
ing five miles per hour faster than definitely established.
the maximum ever attainable with
his car. If all of the student's Parachutes in Air Transports
speedometers are in error, the stuThe recent death of Knute
dents are at fault but if they are
in an airplane crash has
Rockne
not, why should they be hailed into
discussion of the questhe
revived
court.
tion of carrying parachutes in
commercial transport planes.
New Giant of Industry
The large parachute for a whole
on
appearing
is
Russia
has not yet been made pracplane
new
A
the horizon of world affairs. Two ticable, so, although it is doubtthousand American engineers have less the ideal solution, it will not
been hired to turn the Soviet Re- help matters for the present.
public into a great industrial Hence, the only form of protecpower in five years. Already she tion is the individual parachute,
has the largest standing army in and the objections to this are
the world, with more than twice numerous.
as many soldiers as any other
One objection is the psychologicountry. According to reports the cal effect on the passengers. Not
five year plan is well under way only does the carrying of chutes
and will be completed ahead of not reassure them as to their
safety, but it actually frightens
time.
Undoubtedly this development them with the idea that they may
of Russia is the greatest under- be necessary. Another is that
taking by any country in modern women, children, and old people

These Fast Engineers
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could hardly be expected to jump
into space and manipulate their
chutes properly, especially with
no training. The time between
realization of danger and the
actual crash is rarely sufficient to
unload a transport. Only two or
three accidents are on record in
which parachutes would have been
of help if available. Lastly, the
additional thirty pounds or so of
weight per passenger reduces the
net carrying capacity of the plane
quite materially.
In view of all this, it does not
seem likely that parachutes will
be provided soon, if ever, notwithstanding such tragedies as the one
mentioned.

Pipe Dreams
Not so very many years ago long
range transmission of gas and oil
by pipes was unheard of. Now,
in ever increasing quantities, these
products are being sent hundreds
of miles, by pipe. By July 1, a gas
line from Amarillo, Texas, to Chicago will be completed, and will
be supplying Chicago with natural
gas from fields nearly a thousand
miles distant. Other lines are now
under construction or consideration from Louisiana northward,
from Kansas eastward, from northern Pennsylvania to Boston, New
York, and Pittsburgh, and so on
all over the country.
The Rose Technic

Other industries are watching
this work with more than passing
interest. Could not milk be transported by pipe? Could not small
size coal? Fruit juices? Mail and
express, perhaps, in pneumatic
tubes? There are vast possibilities
in this field of "pipe dreams."

Poison Gas in Warfare
Much has been said for and
against poison gas as a weapon in
modern warfare. It has recently
been brought up in Washington
that a protocol of the League of
Nations forbidding the use of
poison gas and bacteria has not
been ratified by the United States.
Great efforts are being made to
bring this about, but the wisdom
of such a course is doubtful.
In the World War, international
agreements or regulations did not
prevent many countries doing as
they pleased, so it is likely that
this gas agreement would be violated. If, however, we sign the
agreement and are naive and honest enough to believe it will be upheld, and act accordingly, we will
be defenseless against gas attacks.
The actual humaneness and advisability of gas is too large a subject to go into here, but the power
given by its use must be granted.
This ban aims to outlaw it because
it takes away some of the sporting
element in war; that is, it gives
one side an advantage that is
difficult to overcome. It is a survival from the time when war was
a romantic and sporting occupation; when gentlemen engaged in
it for the glory of fighting and for
the extension of their lands and
egotism. It is evident that a ban
on poison gas used against opponents in a football game is
necessary, and if war is to be considered as a sporting event a similar ban is necessary. Warfare,
however, has passed beyond the
point of being a sport and has become a deadly occupation making
use of every possible weapon. The
culture of war should no longer
concern the lawmakers. Unless
this agreement is made with no
intent of upholding it, we should
think a long time before we limit
ourselves in such a way.
The Rose Technic

Death from Cosmic Ray?
Cosmic rays, those comparatively unknown members of the electromagnetic spectrum, have recently been given a new significance by Dr. Francis F. Heyroth,
of the University of Cincinnati.
who believes they may be the reason for death by so-called natural
causes. He has arrived at this
theory by a study of the progressive physical effects of successive
members of the spectrum.
Heat rays sear the flesh immediately; X-rays cause burns visible from three weeks to six months
later; gamma ray burns appear
after several years. Therefore, he
believes that cosmic rays would, or
at least might, produce burns or
wounds which are evident only after a number of years, equivalent
to the span of life of the person
concerned. Since everyone is exposed to the rays continuously,
this period would be measured
from birth. What we call natural
death is, according to this theory,
only the manifestation of these
burns.
Thus it would seem that nature
had obviated any possibility of a
person living forever, even if he
succeeded in avoiding all artificial
causes of death, such as accident
or disease. Just as various people
are more or less immune to disease, some people are supposed to
be less affected by the rays than
others, which would explain the

variation in length of people's
natural lives.
An interesting possibility is the
idea of finding an insulator for
these cosmic rays and perhaps extending life indefinitely.

A Surplus of Engineers?
A recent editorial in a well
known periodical takes up the
question of whether or not the
engineering profession is becoming overcrowded. The author of
the article makes several good
points concerning the number of
young men and boys intending to
become engineers and the lessening field for them. He attempts to
prove, and to some extent succeeds, that engineers are in greatest demand in the early periods
of development of a country, citing as proof the number of imported engineers now employed in
Soviet Russia. Then he shows
that our country has developed
past this point and has reached a
place where theoretical developments are of much greater significance, and where progress will
be made in less practical lines.
There are two fallacies in his
argument. One is that he assumes
that an engineer is nothing but a
ditch-digger or a laborer, and has
no education or interest along
theoretical lines. The second is
that theoretical developments are
worthless in themselves and become
(Continued to page 27)
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Robert G. Laatz:m., '32

Obituary
We regret to announce the
death of Ross M. Stubbs, '08,
on April 18, 1931, at his home
in St. Louis. Mr. Stubbs
graduated as a Civil Engineer. He was a Bridge Engineer, of the Missouri, Kanas, Texas Lines, with headquarters in St. Louis, Mo.
Mr. Frederick W. A. Haller, '05, who died on March
17, 1931, left the Institute
$5,000 for the endowment
fund.

Chicago Rose Tech Club
On Friday, March 20, the Chicago Rose Tech Club got together
at the Chicago Engineers Club for
the purpose of meeting Mr. Donald B. Prentice, the new President
of Rose, and Mr. Paul N. Bogart,
President of the Board of Managers.
Mr. George Brooks, '16, presided at the meeting, and talks
were made by Mr. Bogart and
President Prentice.
Those at the speakers' table
were: Donald B. Prentice, Paul N.
Bogart, George W. Brooks, '16,
Alonzo J. Hammond,'89, John E.
Bernhardt, '08, William G. Am,
'97, Derby McDargh, '25, and
Kearney E. Harmas, '22.
A novel entertainment was presented by Donald B. Rush, '10,
consisting of two reels of motion
pictures, one a comedy, "The Old
Iron Mule," showing the beginning of the steam engine in railway service. The other reel was
Page 16

one he made himself while on a
pleasure trip through the Canadian Rockies.
According to a number of older
members, this meeting was the
best yet held by the Chicago Club.
There were 64 present, including
the guests.
The next Chicago Tech Club
meeting is scheduled for June 20,
1931, to be held at Lincolnshire
Country Club, Crete, Ill. At this
meeting they will get the news
about the school direct from those
who attend the commencement exercises the Saturday before.
Indianapolis Rose Tech Club
The Indianapolis Rose Tech
Club held a meeting on April 1 at
the Spink Arms Hotel in Indianapolis, to meet Mr. Donald B.
Prentice, our new President.
President Bogart, of the Board
of Managers, gave a short talk on
the selection of the new President,
and then introduced President
Prentice to the Club.
There were forty-five members
present, including Mr. Prentice,
Mr. Bogart, Prof. Child, Dr.
White, and Mr. Phil Brown. There
were also present Mr. Paul H.
Curtis '18, of West Lafayette, Ind.,
and Mr. H. Edmund Wiedemann
'03, of the St. Louis Club.
Jay Hall, engineer of the
Electric Controller and
Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, will be in charge of the
Alumni meeting at commencement.
7

97

Harry S. Richardson,
Electric Controller and
Manufacturing Co., of
Cleveland, will be the alumni
speaker at the commencement exercises in June this year.
7
00

H. Edmund Wiedemann,
has been elected chairman
of the St. Louis section
of the American Chemical Society.
Harry C. Uhl, has been
12 elected President of the
Atlanta Division of the
A. I. E. E., and he reports that
his work has been very interesting.
Edward D. Bra uns is now
Branch Manager for the
Duriron Company, Inc.,
at Cleveland, Ohio.
7M.
Harold Smith has been
elected President of the
St. Louis Paint & Varnish Production Men's Club.
7I8 Robert P. Long has been
assigned as Division Engineer of the Peru Division,
of the Wabash Railway Company
*with headquarters at Peru, Ind.
7
Herman L. Mitchell, with
22 the Standard Oil Company, has been transferred from Whittier, California, to
Los Angeles.
/25 Michio Sato is with the
Standard Oil Company of
New York at Yokohoma,
Japan.
John S. Wells has made
26 an application to enter
the Harvard Graduate
School of Business Administration.
Edward F. Kelley was married
to Ruth Patton, Terre Haute, Indiana, on Saturday, March 28.
Richard A. Clark will be
married early in June, to
Miss Christine Nehf. Mr.
Clark is now working as a mechanical engineer with the Detroit Edison Company, Detroit,
Michigan.

03

15
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Sheldon E. Johonnott has
29 accepted a position with
the Northern Indiana
Public Service Company, at
Michigan City, Indiana.
John C. Cooley left the A. T. &
T. April 1, and has organized the
Insulating Engineering Company,
at Edwardsville, Illinois.
7

New Addresses
Abe Balsley '92, Box 208 Main
Post Office, Chicago, Illinois.
Carl E. Ehrenhardt '30, 700
South Ave., Schenectady, N. Y.
Don G. Evans '11, 1621 Rendall
Place, Los Angeles, Calif.
Oscar W. Stilz '15, 311 Windover St., Louisville, Ky.
France E. Votaw '20, 18 Main
St., Winchester, Mass.
Joseph V. Davidson '10, Chesapeake, Ohio.

President Prentice Speaks
President Prentice and Mr. Paul
Bogart, president of the Board of
Managers addressed the Pittsburgh Rose Tech Club on May 8
and the Cleveland Rose Tech
Club on May 9.

Commencement Speaker
Announced
Mr. W. A. Hanley, vice-president of Eli Lilly and Company
and a vice-president of the A. S.
M. E., will be the speaker at the
forty-seventh annual commencement to be held June 13. Mr.
Hanley was one of the sponsors of
the essay competition, held at the

district A. S. M. E. meeting held
last fall at French Lick, in which
Allen Stimson of the senior class
took first prize.

From Our Brazil Alumni

_

We present in the ,arboVe photographs samples of the fine work
that two Rose graduates are doing. The men are Lix da Cunha
'18, and Antonio D. de Gouvea '18.
Brazil is the native country
of both and to it they returned to
follow their profession. Mr. da
Cunha was graduated in both civil
and architectural engineering. Mr.
de Gouvea, likewise, was graduated with two degrees, those of
electrical and mechanical engineering. They have built up a
successful business in architectural
engineering under the firm name
of Gouvea and Cunha, in Sao
Paulo and Campinas, Brazil. It
is interesting to note that to get
results, these men must be not only
architects but interior decorators,

landscape architects, and builders
of any work they undertake.
The photographs show in one
instance the interior decorating
work which they did in the drawing room of the residence of Col.
C. 0. Oliveira in Santos, Brazil.
The other photograph illustrates
the fine work on a house and its
gardens, which they constructed in
Campinas.

Board of Managers Meets
At the spring meeting of the
Board of Managers, held recently,
President Prentice was elected a
member of the board. At the same
meeting, Dr. White was elected
vice-president of the faculty. The
members present at the meeting
were: Messrs. Bogart, Royse, Pine,
Nitsche, Failey, Hammond, Butler, Swango, Bernhardt, and Prentice, and Dr. Jenkins.

Visitors
A group of telephone engineers
for the Chinese government who
are studying the operation of the
automatic telephone exchange of
the Citizens Independent Telephone Company in Terre Haute
were visitors at Rose on the afternoon of March 31.
Mr. D. R Brewster spoke before an open meeting of the student branch of the A. S. C. E. on
April 8 on the subject of "Grading of Lumber and Structural
Timber and the Use of Wood in
Various Types of Construction."
About forty were in attendance at
the meeting.

The Rose Technic
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Campus Activities
which he discussed the causes of
unrest and outbreaks among convicts and methods of prison management. On April 16, President
Prentice was called upon as a substitute speaker. As usual the substitute speech was one of the best
of the year. Mr. Prentice's talk
on high speed cameras which he
had seen in operation in the Japanese Imperial Aeronautical Laboratories, in Tokio, held the attention of the student body durSam Dibble, Jr., Albert Ellis, ing the entire hour.
Henry Fitch, and Lowell Ray, deserves much praise for the success
Rifle Team Awards Made
of the meeting.
The past rifle season was offiTennis Courts to be Rebuilt cially closed at an award meeting
held at Deming Hall on April 9.
Contracts for rebuilding the President
Potter of the Rifle Club
tennis courts with reinforced conpresided and called upon Lieutencrete have been let, and it is exants Hoaas and Selee and Mr.
pected that the courts will be
Kearns for talks. Following these
ready for use before June 1.
each of the senior members of the
team was called upon for a short
Rose Receives Portrait
speech. The speaker of the eveCollection
ning, Major Ramee, in charge of
Mr. George Holloway of Terre marksmanship in the Fifth Corps
Haute has presented Rose with Area, gave the club his reminseveral portraits of present and iscences of the great shooters he
former professors. The collection had met and observed. At the
includes portraits of the late Dr. close of the meeting awards of
Frank C. Wagner, the late Dr. minor sport "R"'s to the followE. S. Johonnott, Professor A. S. ing were announced: Captain
Ha t ha w a y, Professor J. A. Benedict Wassel, Lowell Ray, RobWickersham, Dr. Carl Leo Mees, ert Mathews, Frederick Bogardus,
Professor R. L. McCormick, Aventino Massa, Harold Barrett,
Professor John B. Peddle, and Dr. Glen Lautenschlager, Dan Ringo,
John White. The portrait of Mrs. Edward Withers, and Wayne
Sarah P. Burton, first registrar of Stark. Fifth Corps Area Team
Rose. is included in the collection. Medals were awarded to the above
men and also to Harry Loving,
Norman Liston, Homer Phillips,
Assemblies
Edmund Schroeder, and John
At the assembly of March 26, Moore. The Shourds Awards for
Mr. Ralph Howard, superintend- the best all-season record were as
ent of the Indiana State Farm at follows: Gold, Mr. Wassel; Silver,
Greencastle, gave a most interest- Mr. Massa; Bronze, Mr. Ray. The
ing talk on "Prison Riots" in
(Continued to page 23)
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Louis M. Eyerman, ch,'33

A. I. E. E. Guests
The faculty and student members of the A. I. E. E. branches
at Purdue University and at the
University of Illinois were guests
of the local branch at the annual
district meeting on April 18. The
program was opened by an address
of welcome by President Prentice
of Rose, followed by talks on
"Railroad Electrification" and
"Power Problems" by Mr. W. D.
Bearce of the General Electric
Company and Mr. L. B. Andru of
the Indianapolis division .of the
Indiana Electric Company respectively. Mr. Robert Roach, chairman of the Rose student branch
of the A. I. E. E. presided. During the luncheon at Deming Hall,
talks were made by Professors
Harding and Topping, and Student Chairman Simon of Purdue,
Professor Payne and Student
Chairman Burglund of Illinois,
and Professor Knipmeyer of Rose.
Following the luncheon, the meeting adjourned to make a tour of
inspection of the Dresser superpower plant and the adjoining
coal mine which is completely electrified. The committee of senior
student members of the Rose A. I.
E. E. branch, consisting of Messrs.
Page 18
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Fraternities

Alpha Tau Omega
Gamma Gamma
takes great pleasure in announcing the initiation
on Sunday, April
19, of the following men: John A.
Moor e, Brazil,
Id.; Jack Nickel, Memphis,
Tenn.; and James G. Brown,
Joseph B. Creedon, Jacob K.
Cushman, Jack H. Foulkes,
Charles Hutchins, John H. Keller, Harry L. McGurk, John
Welsh, and Gene Zwerner, all of
Terre Haute.
Brother Clark was initiated into
Tau Beta Pi on April 9. Congratulations, Bob.

Theta Kappa Nu
Theta Kappa Nu's
annual state dance
was held at the
Hotel Severin in
Indianapolis on
the evening of
April 18. It was a merry set of
people that assembled there and
needless to say a wonderful time
was had by all. Indiana Gamma
was very proud to receive on this
occasion the scholarship cup for
having attained the highest rank
in scholarship of all the chapters
in Indiana. The dance was sponsored by the Indianapolis Alumni
Club.
We are pleased to announce the
initiation of Paul Froeb into Tau
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Beta Pi. He is one of the five
brothers of Indiana Gamma honored by membership in that organization.

Tau Beta Pi
The Beta Chapter
of Indiana announces its new
members: M. J.
Clark, Indianapolis; R. M. Clark,
P. F. Froeb, A. H.
Goodman, and H.
L. White, of Terre
Haute; J. H.
Montgomery, Shelbyville, Ill., and
P. A. Smith, Jr., Struthers, Ohio.
These men were inducted into the
Association on April 9 at the Elk's
Club, the formal initiation being
followed by a banquet. After the
banquet, the new members presented to the chapter a very beautifully mounted, cast aluminum
Bent which they had made.

Sigma Nu
Beta Upsilon takes
great pleasure in
announcing
the
formal initiation of
J. Harry Sargeant,
Indianapolis; Donald M. Kresin and
Richard C. Carson, Louisville,
Ky.; Jackson Landenberger, Olney, Ill.; William A. Belstrom,
Negaunee, Mich.; and Brent C.
Jacob, Jr., Cleveland, Ohio. The
initiation took place Sunday aft-

ernoon, April 12, at the chapter
house.
The Sigma Nu State dance was
held Saturday, April 18, at the
Marott Hotel in Indianapolis.
Very splendid music was furnished by Connie's Band of that city,
the music being broadcast over
Station WKBF. Beta Upsilon
was represented by eighteen actives
and several alumni. Brothers
Grubb and Cripe were also there.
Brothers Clark and White were
recently initiated into Tau Beta
Pi, honorary engineering fraternity, bringing the chapter total up
to six for the year.

Theta Xi
Kappa chapter
takes great pleasure in announcing
the formal initiation, Suday, April
19, of the following men: Albert Bard of Brazil,
Id.; Richard Kiefner of Terre
Haute; Paul Kiefer of Washington, Indiana; Donald Cutts of Toledo, Ill., and Donald Junker of
Terre Haute. We expect great
things of these men, and we feel
sure that they will be a credit to
us.
Although we are losing only
three brothers by graduation this
year, we are going to miss them
greatly. In scholastic standing
these men have the highest average of any group in any class on
the campus.
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Engineering News
Edited by Lee C. Kelsey, m., '32

Sheffield Electric Gage
Accurate to within 1-100,000th
inch, a new electric gage in the
inspection department of a motor
car manufacturing company in the
Middle West, flashes green, amber
and red lamps to indicate to the
operator whether the part checked
is undersize, satisfactory or oversize. It indicates with certainty
any variation as much as one
hundred thousandth part of an
inch below the low limit or above
the high limit of size specified.
The piece under inspection is
put between a block anvil and a
movable plunger •tipped with a
lapped diamond. A variation
causes this plunger to raise or
lower and by a system of levers
carrying contacts, the lamps are
made to flash corresponding to the
particular condition of the inspected piece.
With the new electric gage the
lamp of a certain color lights or it
does not light, eliminating the
human equation.

Welded Steel Pipe
There was recently completed for
a public service company, an unusual piece of pipe work which is
to be used for carrying steam from
the high pressure unit to the low
pressure unit of a Westinghouse
cross-compound steam turbine. The
pipe is 82 inches in diameter, inside, with the reinforcing rings on
the outside, and expected to carry
about 1,600,000 lbs. of steam per
hour at 40 lbs. absolute.
When starting or stopping the
units, however, conditions involving a vacuum may be set up so
that the pipe had to be designed
Page 20

not only to stand 40 lbs. absolute
inner pressure but also so strengthened as not to collapse under 29/
1
2
inches of vacuum.
From center to center of th‘
turbine connections, the pipe is a
trifle over 21 'feet long and has
elbows at each end. It consists of
two straight sections and the two
elbows, the plates from which it
was constructed being 3-8 inches
thick and reinforced with I-beams
and angles. In constructing the
elbows, the templets were laid out
and marked on the plate the plate
was then cut according to the
templet and rolled into shape. The
longitudinal joints were temporarily bolted together at each end
and then welded the entire length.
A butt strap was then placed over
the •joint and welded in position
so that there would be no temperature stresses on the joint. Flanges
were constructed from angle iron
and lap-welded in place, this
method of treatment helping to
distribute stresses caused by temperature changes.
Arc-welding
only was used on this pipe and
no holes were drilled until after
all the rolling and welding had
been completed.

Radio Typewriter
In the most recent development
of the radio typewriter two electronic thyratron tubes are employed. The dots are picked up
by an ordinary short wave receiver, passed through an audio
frequency amplifier and sent to
the thyratron tubes which have
the property of taking a small signal input on the grids and turning it into a large plate current.
On receiving the impulses, one of
the tubes will light up with a
brilliant flare while the other will

Sheffield Electric Gage being used on valve
lifters—Cut courtesy Reo Motor Car Co.

give off only a dull glow. This is
due to the fact that the thyratrons
and solenoids are so arranged that
the solenoids for alternate letter
are connected with different tubes.
To operate the machine one
merely depresses the keys as in
ordinary typing, thus sending the
impulse to the receiver and also
printing the message sent by the
sending typewriter. The receiving
machine picks up the message and
prints it simultaneously with the
sending machine.
A laboratory model, demonstrated recently, transmitted 60
pages of printed matter in one
hour and reproduce the type on a
continuous strip of photographic
paper which was developed almost
simultaneously.

Rare Metals in Glass
Physical properties, such as refractivity, absorption of heat rays
and ultra-violet rays, transmission
of luminous rays, and reduction of
glare are imparted by the rare
metals that present day science
has introduced into manufacture
of glass. Most of these metals
give decided colors to the glass,
but a few, such as cerium and
vanadium, under proper conditions, produce colorless glass and
it is predicted that it will be these
colorless glasses which will receive
added attention in the future.
Cerium nitrate is generally used
(Continued to page 30)
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"THE THINKER"
... a telephone version
The name Electrical Thinker might be applied to one unit of telephone apparatus.
Technically it is known as a Sender and is
brought into action each time a call is made
in a panel dial central office. By means of
electrical mechanism, it records or "remembers" the dialed number and routes the call
to the proper line.
The steady expansion of the Bell System

— in volume of calls, number of telephones
and miles of wire — cannot be taken care of
merely by an enlarged use of existing types
of apparatus.
To serve the continually growing telephone
needs of the nation, it will always be the task
of Bell System men to devise, refine, perfect
and manufacture new kinds of equipment
such as The Thinker.

BELL SYSTEM

A
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Sports
P. Arvard Smith Jr., ch., '32

Awards
At the assembly of March 23,
Professor Hutchins, chairman of
the faculty athletic committee,
presented to Paul Sawyers the
Bigwood award for basketball.
Sawyers has been re-elected captain for the coming year.
This award, which is a gold
basketball or football, is given each
year through the courtesy of Mr.
Bigwood to the player, who in the
judgment of the coach and the
faculty athletic committee is the
most valuable man on the team.
He must also be a good sportsman
and up in his scholastic work.
Coach Phil Brown presented
Spud Kruzan with the football
award last fall at the football
banquet.
Each year Coach Brown gives
two football trophies to the deserving members of the football
squad. One of these, a silver football mounted upon an ebony base,
is given to the man who did not
make his letter, yet showed determination and good sportsmanship to the end of the season. The
honor this year went to Robert
Finfrock of the class of '32. The
other trophy, a crouching football
player mounted upon a pedestal,
was given to Logan Gillett, varsity end, for being the most consistent player and the most determined tackler.
These trophies have become
known as the Phil Brown awards.

represented in the track meet at
Milwaukee. These men are Spence,
a letter man with three years' experience, and one of the best long
distance men in the State. Andy
has developed a great deal since
last year when he broke the school
two mile record by over one minute. He has a world of power and
determination. This is his last
year at Rose, and we are pulling
for Andy to take them over in
any meet. Stanley, a third year
man, is rounding into shape. He
is probably the fastest man in
school at this time. We caught
him in the act of burning up the
track a few days ago and he seems
to be getting faster. Train a little Tom! Harry Loving has been
our hurdle expert for the past
three years and is working at it
every day to perfect his form. He
is in very good shape so we can
bank on Harry to bring home the
bacon.
Aside from these meets, Rose
will have intramural track. There
will be plenty of competition and
fun for everyone. Here is your
chance to take part in a college
athletic meet.

This is the first opportunity that
all the students of Rose have had
to participate in a college athletic
event. The one who wins this decathlon will be considered the best
athlete in school.
Prizes are being given by Coach
Brown for the first four places.
He has worked hard to put across
the event and we all hope that it
will be such a success that it will
become an annual affair.

Spring Football

Football is here once again.
Coach Brown is drilling a squad
of forty men in the fundamentals
and principles of technical football,
out new plays and
Rose Holds First Decathalon havingworking
them carried out by actual
Wednesday, April 22, is the day scrimmage and experimenting with
set for Rose Tech's first decathlon. new combinations. Pratt has
It will consist of the following been shifted from tackle to quarevents: 100 yard and 220 yard terback. Joe Schaack has devedashes, 220 yard low hurdles, half loped into a very good punter. We
mile and mile runs, pole vault, shall be able to see Joe in his new
Traci
broad jump, discus, javelin, high role next fall. The other letter
Rose, which in the past has been jump, and shot put. There will men are all out and in addition
noted for its excellent track teams, be over 20 contestants in each of a lot of new fellows. Some have
will not take part in any meets the above events. Friendly rivalry had experience while others have
this spring; however a few men is running high among the stu- never played before. We are pullwill enter the Little State and Big dents and the day is being looked ing for Coach Brown to have a
State meets. We shall also be forward to with great interest.
winning team next season.
9
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Motor Speedway
(Continued from page 9)

needed, and now they are used in
high altitude work in aviation. In
1930 and again in 1931 superchargers are prohibited on the
four cycle motors, although they
may be used on the two cycle
motors. To compensate for the
removal of the supercharger, the
use of four valves to each cylinder,
a larger displacement, and the use
of one carburetor to every two
cylinders is allowed.
Resume
A very great number of developments are intimately connected
with the Speedway. Among these
developments, for which the
Speedway is directly responsible,
we can name the front wheel
drive, four wheel brakes, balloon
tires, anti-knock gasoline, spark
plugs to withstand high temperatures and pressures, high compression and high speed motors, and
superchargers.
All of these developments have
been adopted by the automotive
industry. Some have found fertile
fields in aviation, as the supercharger has. A number have been
taken into the realm of motor
boating. In any case, the Speedway may be regarded as a huge
research laboratory which has contributed as much as any other
single agency to the betterment of
the automobile.
Campus Activities
(Continued from page 18)

American Legion Medals for a selected group of matches were
made as above. The Prox Awards
for another selected group of
matches were made as follows:
Gold, Mr. Mathews; Silver, Mr.
Withers; Bronze, Mr. Massa. The
past season was the most successful in the history of the team,
thirty out of fifty-seven matches
resulting in victories for Rose. It
is an especially gratifying record
when account is taken of the fact
that the team defeated teams from
colleges from twenty-five to forty
times as large as Rose, including
the universities of Illinois and
Kansas.
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BAUSCH
C LOMB
FOR PRECISION
ONLY

the highest
degree of precision
obtainable permits
the mechanical marvels that industry
takes for granted.
The Bausch & Lomb
Optical Comparator,
accurate to .00005
inch, provides a quick
and dependable check
on virtually infinitesimal dimensions.

BAUSCH & LOMB
OPTICAL COMPANY

ROCHESTER NEW YORK

Zhe Printing
Shop Complete
for
'Publications, Catalosues, Labels
Business Forms
Advertisin8 Campaisns
En8ravin3 and Cithosraphins

Moore-Langen
Printing and Publishing Co.
140 No. 6th Street
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Friendship
(Continued from page 6)
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connected. Take these particular
men out of the organization and
your job will mean but very little
to you. Such is the power of
friendship developed in what is
ordinarily considered cold business relations.
After you leave school, it most
certainly is not given to you to look
into the future. You cannot see
those connections which will terminate in the friendships as mentioned, but you can do this no matter where you go or what you do:
make your attitude such that it
will be possible for these friendships to develop. Nurture them
because, unless you are an automaton, unless you are quite cold, you
will, as the years pass, value such
friendships more than any monetary consideration that may fall
to your share.
Now for what concrete advice I
can offer you. Select that work to
which you really feel a liking. To
go into a job for which you hold
an aversion is a decided mistake.
You must like your work. You
will find on whatever such job you
choose there are others who have
the same attitude that you have.
You will be attracted to some of
these men, feel merely friendly towards others, and quite indifferent to the rest. You can never
succeed as long as you allow this
spirit of indifference to exist. You
can never lead a group of men as
long as you are not interested in
them all. Yes, it is a task and
something that has never been
taught you. How can you develop
an interest in a man who does not
interest you? The ability to do
that is an essential quality of leadership. You must make it your
duty to find some common ground
on which you can meet this chap
to whom you are indifferent. You
must go out of your way and see
that he responds to you. By so
doing, you will have established a
contact with him which will allow
you to cooperate with him for the
advantage of the project in hand.
The Rose Technic

This action must be carried
through not only with your equals
but with your superiors and inferiors, and eventually you will
find that there is a spontaneous
spirit of helpfulness emanating
from all of your associates, and
it will be strange if you are not
benefitted thereby.
What has been discussed in the
preceding paragraph is what
might be classified as nominal
friendship. Real friendship is a
very sacred tribute paid and accepted but rarely among men. If
choice of your vocation, you will
you are very fortunate in the
be allowed one or two friendships
of the very finest kind, friendships
that permeate not only your business life but your entire career.
No privation or opulence is so
great but what these will survive
and flourish. I can imagine no
man more unfortunate than that
individual who goes through life
without at least one such friendship. He is sterile, his life bar•
ren.
My advice to you is to set above
any financial remuneration or engineering distinction that you may
desire to achieve, the finding first
and the making of friends who
will carry you over, confide in
you, counsel you, and rejoice with
you in whatever vicissitudes or rewards your career as an engineer
and as a man may have in store
for you.

Study Engineering
U Cool Colorado

The Colorado School of Mines is located in Golden
at the very foot of the Rocky Mountains. It is but twelve
miles by paved road to the capital city of Denver, and but
an hour's drive to the great Continental Divide, with
streams and forests and snow-capped peaks rising to the
sky.
The Summer School Engineers
Basic engineering courses in Mathematics, Chemistry,
Physics, English and Design; Courses in Assaying, Geology, Analytical Mechanics, Graphic Statics, Strength of
Materials, Thermodynamics, Physical Chemistry, and Plane
and Mine Surveying; Preparatory subjects, for students deficient in entrance requirements, Advanced Algebra, Solid
Geometry, Chemistry and Physics, are offered at the Colorado School of Mines Summer Session from

July 6 to August 28, 1931
This summer session is given especially for students
who wish to make up work or to secure additional credits.
All work is conducted by the regular faculty of the School
of Mines. For complete description of class room courses,
and field work offered in the summer session, write to
the Registrar for "Quarterly Group L-4."

Colorado School of Mines

Golden,
Colorado

School of Mineral Industries

Freitag-Weinhardt & Co.
Hotel Deming Opposite Us
30-32 North Sixth Street

For Electric Hardware Supplies

Plumbing and Heating
Identity of the young lady is
withheld, but the memory of her
answer lingers on with the instructor of high school science. One
of the requirements on the written
quiz was: "Define a bolt and nut
and explain the difference, if any."
The girl wrote: "A bolt is a
thing like a stick of hard metal
such as iron, with a square bunch
of windings on one end and a lot
of scratching wound around the
other end. A nut is similar to the
bolt only just the opposite, being
a hole in a chunk of iron sawed off
short, with some wrinkles around
the inside."—Iowa Engineer.
The Rose Technic

Established 35 years

Phone Crawford 2394

In Any Emergency
The Telephone is your first aid

Citizens Independent Telephone Co.
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Thesis
Mistakes
Richard K. Toner, '34

Gene: "Have you been pinched
yet in your new car, Bill?"
Bill: "No, but I've been slapped!"
A husband came home to find
his wife knitting on a tiny white
garment. Overjoyed, he took her
in his arms.
"Darling," he murmured, "why
didn't you tell me before'?"
"Don't get excited," she replied,
"I'm just making a winter cover
for our new Austin."
Her: "I don't know whether to
buy a brass or mahogany bed."
Salesman: "Lady, you can't go
wrong on a brass bed." She took
the mahogany one.
"What do you know about love'?"
"Plenty. I drove a taxi for
three years."

Thesis seldom takes all of
a Senior's time

A student of pajama styles will
not be benefitted in his work by
watching a hotel fire at Niagara
Falls.—The Virginia Tech Engineer.
Collegiate Sam:"Mom wants to
see you before you go, Pop—and
I'm broke too."—The Virginia
Tech Engineer.

Strength of Materials quiz:
Question—Which wood preservative should be used for piles driven
She: "Hutchins has the most
along the water front, zinc chloride powerful pair of binoculars."
or creosote? Why'?
Also She: "Has he? I simply
Weber: "Zinc chloride, because love these strong, virile men."
it is healthy for the marine borers."

Landlord: "This room was formerly occupied by a chemist..
invented a new explosive."
Prospective Boarder:"I suppose
those spots on the wall are results
of his experiments."
Landlord: "Well, indirectly,
yes. You see that's the chemist."
—The Ohio State Engineer.

There was once an engineer who,
through hard, honest and incessant labor and engineer tact, accumulated $100,000. His uncle
died and left him $99,995.—The
Auburn Engineer.

Man (listening to saxophone): Cheer up!
"Heck, a cow can make a noise You have two chances—
"Gus," said Bill, as he caught
like that and give milk, besides." One of getting the germ
up with him on the way back to
And one of not.
—The Kansas Engineer.
camp,"are all the rest of the boys
And if you get the germ
out of the woods yet?"
....It was the night of the You have two chances—
"Yes," said Gus.
....Ten couples were One of getting the disease
spring party.
"All six of them ?"
dancing in ecstasy to the strains And one of not.
yes.”
of merry mad music....then.... And if you get the disease
"And are they all safe?"
came the storm, a flurry of wind, You have two chances—
"Yep," answered Gus, "they're
lightning, thunder, a torrent of One of dying
all
safe."
rain....and....one hundred and And one of not.
"Then," said Bill, his chest
ten couples were dancing in And if you die—
ecstasy to the strains, etc.—The Well, you still have two chances. swelling, "I've shot a deer."—The
—Kansas State Engineer.
Cornell Civil Engineer.
Ohio State Engineer.
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necessities are made by engineers. ly good engineers, is not yet in
Research is carried on almost as sight.
much by them as by scientists.

Editorial
(Continued from page 15)

of value only when some practical uses are found for them, requiring engineers or other practical persons to carry them out.
The first of these fallacies arises
either from his ignorance of modern engineers and engineering, or
from an intentional limiting of
the term engineer to surveyors and
the like. His arguments are good
for men whose work is mapping;
new country, laying out and building new railroads and highways
and who are pioneer builders, but
he seems to forget that all these
things must be maintained and improved, and that advances are
made so rapidly as to preclude any
possibility of even reaching a
point where we could sit back and
let the world run, completely
satisfied with it. Not only that,
but this type of engineer by no
means completes the list. Many of
the vital requirements of life are
produced wholly or partly by
engineers. Luxuries as well as

His other error can be traced to
a lack of appreciation of the vital
part played by the engineer between theoretical developments
and practical applications. A
chemist cannot work out an equation for making a new food product and the country as a whole
profit by it without the help of
the engineer. Plans for better
automobiles will not assist anyone
in getting about if the automobiles are not built. Similar connections exist between any theoretical progress and the benefits
derived from it.
Therefore, despite his belief that
the engineer's usefulness is rapidly
diminishing, engineers will continue to play an important part in
the welfare of the country, and
though some forms of engineering
may become unnecessary, others
will appear that will more than
make up for this loss. The saturation point for .engineers, especial-

"I seem to have run out of gas,"
he said, and so muttered to himself, "here's where I do some fast
work."
The girl's face, small and white,
was turned up to his, her eyes
glowing dizzily from beneath
heavy lids. Her head swam. Her
red lips were parted and she
Slowly he bent over her.
He was her dentist.—The CoOperative Engineer.
Once upon a time a man got up
early on Sunday morning to let
the iceman in. (You see, they delivered ice in those days, on Sunday). Not being able to find his
bathrobe, he slipped on his wife's
kimono. When he opened the door
he was greeted by a nice big kiss
by the iceman. The only way he
could figure it out was that the
iceman's wife had a kimono just
like the one he had on.—The CoOperative Engineer.

Summoning a Ghost to your bidding
The chemist Van Helmont in 1609 discovered
an invisible substance, an emanation from coal,
that he named "geist," meaning ghost,
shortened in English to gas.
Only now do its miraculous possibilities begin
to be glimpsed.Only now can modern industry,
like a latter-day Aladdin rubbing his lamp to
summon a vaporous genii, turn a valve and
order this Ghost to any one ofa hundred tasks.
From the beginning, the problem was one of
piping. When Crane Co., a half century ago,

set itself to develop and produce the right
materials for every gas and oil purpose,it began
an incalculably valuable contribution to the
solution ofproblems that had held back the gas
industry since the Chinese used hollow bamboo.
So in the development ofthe natural and manufactured gas industry, as in practically every
other industry,the Crane line ofvalves,fittings,
fabricated piping, and specialities have played
an important part. No matter what branch of
industry you enter, you will find Crane
materials playing a similarly important part.

valves,c RA N E,

Fittings

PIPING MATERIALS TO CONVEY AND CONTROL STEAM, LIQUIDS, OIL, GAS, CHEMICALS
CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES: 836 S. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO
NEW YORK OFFICES: 23 W. 44TH STREET

Branches and Sales Offices in Two Hundred Cities
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The Merchandise Mart

HEINL'S
were noted for their Flowers several years before
Rose Polytechnic
was opened.
We can take good care
of all your flower needs.

FRED G. HEINL
129 So. 7th

110.11.4

Regular Commencement
attendance since the first
Class '83 graduated.

(Continued from page 7)

method of construction eliminates
vibrations that prove detrimental
to broadcasting. The entrance is
equipped with a sound lock which
is a small vestibule having two
sets of doors lined with lead so
that when one door is opened the
sound to and from the studio does
not carry through the second door.
All studios and offices of the N. B.
C. are provided with machinemade climate, or air that has been
washed through water. The general system of ventilation known
as the "Carrier System" is the same
as that in the Roxy Theatre, New
York City. The air supply is
changed six times an hour.
Since the writer is an employee
of a telephone company it is quite
expected that something be said
of telephone service. This building is now served by one 1818 pair
26 gauge underground cable. The
main telephone terminal room is
located on the ground floor and is

All Matters Relating to

Patents and Trademarks
HOOD and HAHN
Arthur M. Hood. Rose '93

H. B. Hood, Rose '24

ooi Hume-Mansur Building

Indianapolis, Ind.

The Iron Fireman
Automatic Coal Burner
BRADEN MANUFACTURING CO.
Agents
Phone C-6555
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Terre Haute, Indiana

about 20 feet long, 10 feet wide,
and 15 feet high. From this room
two 1818 pair cables are taken to
the manhole just outside the building and there bridged into the 1818
pair service cable. This arrangement simplifies the method of relief and avoids any rearrangement
of cable in the main terminal room
at the time the second cable is
brought out from the telephone
office. Extending from the main
terminal room there are one 1818
pair and eight 1212 pair cables that
provide distributing pairs throughout the building. These are called
riser cables and are engineered to
provide for the ultimate requirements on the basis of one pair of
wires for every 260 square feet of
rentable floor area. These nine
riser cables, totaling 11,514 pairs
of wires, are terminated in various
size terminals located in convenient distributing centers throughout the building. There are approximately 540 terminals ranging
in sizes from 26 pairs to 416 pairs
capacity. About one-third of the
riser pairs are directly connected
to the telephone office while the
other two-thirds are terminated in
the main terminal room and can
be used for circuits to the telephone
office or to complete a circuit which
originates and terminates in the
building. Of course a jumper wire
at the main frame is necessary to
complete the circuits on these twothirds. An example of a circuit
originating and terminating in the
building is a telephone on the
fourth floor working from a switchboard located on the eleventh floor.
The total telephone wire length,
Nvliich includes both the underaround service cable and the riser
cables, is approximately 6,500
miles. The cost of the original installation of cables and terminals
'v is about $110,000.
There are two special cables that
are used for N. B. C. broadcasting
circuits. These are 101 pair 10
gauge cables which provide 101
pairs from the broadcasting studio
to two telephone offices, and are
arranged so that one cable is used
while the other is held as an emergency path. The N. B. C. has four
separate cable paths; two for radio,
one for Morse lines and one for
The Rose Technic

switchboard service that cares for
the ordinary talking circuit of business and operation.
The heart of this great structure is the electric energy substation on the ninth floor where
the distribution capacity is 6,000
KY-A, sufficient to supply the
average city of 100,000 inhabitants. There are approximately 800
miles of power wire and cable
with switchboards totaling 200 feet
in length having a capacity of 100,000 amperes.
The Merchandise Mart Restaurants, Inc., is an organization well
worth mentioning. The restaurants are arranged in four units
with a total seating capacity of
1,400 and facilities for serving
about 10,000 people a day. The
principle unit is the Coffee Shop,
said to be the largest of its kind
in the world, having over 800 feet
of table—high lunch counter and
68 feet of soda fountain counter.
On a mezzanine overlooking the
Coffee Shop there is a Tea Room
with 400 seats. The other two units
are the formal dining room called
the Governor's Room, and a men's
room known as the Old English
Grill. These units plus kitchen
equipment represent a total investment of $500,000.
The best way to appreciate this
building is to see it and spend a
day learning what is in it. Visitors
are always welcome.

Michelsons' Interferometer
(Continued from page 11)

observer's eye, i. e., a difference in
path of only one-half wave-length,
the other trace of h will be imaginary and at h' and the fringes will
appear to be straight lines, since
they are almost meridians on the
surface of the sphere. If a white
light is turned on at this point, the
central fringe will remain black,
but to either side will be colored
bands decreasing in intensity as
their distance from the central
black band increases. This is the
central position or "reference
point" of the interferometer.
If the sodium light is again used
and the mirror C moved a fairly
The Rose Technic

large distance toward the observer,
the bands will become more and
more curved. That is, the radii of
the spheres from 1 and 3 diminish
and the heretofore imaginary intersections h' and r' move into the
field of view, causing the bands or
lines of intersection to become more
nearly circles. The same circular
appearance of the fringes can be
caused by moving mirror C a long
distance away from the observer,
thus increasing greatly the radii
of arcs 1 and 3, causing h' and r'
to move in from the opposite side
of the field. In extreme positions
either side of the central position
the bands will appear as concentric
light and dark circles. This can
be seen by the aid of figure four.
Since the actual inclination of the
mirrors is very small, if the mirror C is moved so that one interference band is caused to move and
to occupy the position formerly
held by its adjacent band, then the
light path through C is changed
just one wave-length. This furnishes a convenient method of
making very accurate measurements.

Walk-Over Shoes
For Men Represent the Best
There is in Shoe
Making and the
Price is Right in
Every Instance

X4X
CHENEY'S

Walk-Over
Boot Shop
659 Wabash Ave.

Things to Wear
for Men Who Care
Always Pleased to Show You

HERB LEACH
THE QUALITY SHOP
523 Wabash Avenue

Rose Polytechnic Students Who Like to
Save Money Always Buy Their Shirts,
Neckties, Underwear and other Furnishings
in Our Men's Shop!
First Floor-West Entrance
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An example of the use of the interferometer to measure small
quantities is found in measuring
the index of refraction of glass. A
thin piece of plane glass .022 ems.
thick is placed in the light path
of mirror C and the central position located. The glass is then removed and mirror C slowly brought
to its new position for the central
image, the interference fringes,
passing a given point, counted as
123. This then is a measure of
the increase in optical path through
C caused by the glass. The index
of refraction, "n" is calculated,
2t(n-1)=-423x.0000589 ems., where
t is the thickness of the glass, and
.0000589 ems, is the wave-length
of sodium light, and found to be
1.565.

making our modern production of
accurately machined interchangeable parts possible. Should the
reader desire, he can find more detailed information in the following
books, which were used as references in writing this article
"Light Waves and Their Uses"
—A. A. Michelson.
"A History of Physics"—Florian Cajori.
"The Theory of Light"—Thomas
Preston.
*

*

*

I am indebted to Dr. B. A. Howlett for his criticism and correc—H. L. W.
tion.

Engineering News
(Continued from page 20)

Conclusion
The foregoing discussion is a
brief attempt to describe the
Michelson Interferometer and to
illustrate its principle, in order
that whoever reads it may become
more interested in the instrument
which is surely doing its share in

for the addition of cerium to glass
mixes and occasionally cerium borate and eerie oxide, the proportion of metal varying from 1.0 to
7.5 percent. Cerium is of value
in cutting off the ultra-violet rays;
the glasses are very slightly
colored, and allow nearly all the

luminous rays to pass. The heat
absorption is about 30 percent.
Neodymium and praseodymium,
when used in the proper combination, produce a neutral grey. By
variation of the proportions the
color varies from a light ruby
color to greyish-blue and browngreen. They have a high absorption of the infra-red and ultraviolet rays.
Uranium in glass produces a
brown-to-yellow color with a
greenish opalescence. The opacity
for ultra-violet light increases as
the glass is richer in metal. Vanadium glass has the bright appearance and high transmission properties of ordinary glass but it
filters out ultra-violet rays. It is
therefore used in the manufacture
of non-shatterable glass which is
made by cementing two glass
sheets to an intermediate sheet of
celluoid. The ultra-violet rays
passing through ordinary glass
cause deterioration of the celluloid,
which may be quite rapid where
glass is used on ships in tropical
or very sunny regions.—Scientific
American.
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depends upon technically
trained men for Leaders.
The students of technical
schools must assume this
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Good Engineers are an Asset
to Any Country
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"A College of Engineering"
Terre Haute
Indiana
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LINDE
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PROCESS SERVICE
Assures
Dependable Welds
HEN American industry is called upon for welded construction or
assembly where the joint must be dependably strong and tight it
adopts oxy-acetylene welding under Linde Procedure Control.

W

Linde Procedure Control is available to users of Linde Oxygen as a
part of Linde Process Service. It provides design assistance, careful
attention to selection of materials, instruction in correct welding technique and all other essential factors of good welding practice. It translates methods proved from a fundamental welding background into the
actual needs of the specific welding application. It permits the Linde
organization to focus upon the problems of one user of Linde Oxygen
the combined experiences of thousands and the day-by-day discoveries
of a large research staff.

EVERYTHING
FOR OXWELDING
AND CUTTING

Several valuable and interesting technical booklets describing the
application of the oxy-acetylene process of welding and cutting in design, construction and fabrication ore available. Tomorrow's engineers
will be expected to know how to apply this modern metal-working
process. Write us if you are interested.

LINDE OXYGEN

jleet-04je
DISSOLVED AC LLLLL N.

auveld

UNION CARBIDE

THE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
126 Producing Plants

III

627 Warehouse Stocks

IN CANADA, DOMINION OXYGEN COMPANY, LTD., TORONTO
LINDE OXYGEN

•

PREST-O-LITE ACETYLENE

•

Atlanta
Balt;more
Birmingham
Boston
Buffalo
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland

District Offices
Denver
New York
Philadelphia
Detroit
Pittsburgh
El Paso
Houston
St. Louis
Kansas City Salt Lake City
Los Angeles San Francisco
Milwaukee Seattle
Minneapolis Tulsa
New Orleans

OXWELD APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES

•

UNION CARBIDE

56,250-kv-a. hydroelectric generator now being installed at
the Arid Plant of the Northwest Electric Company, on
"test" before being shipped
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One Power Giant
for a Million Lamps
HEN the waters of the great Northwest turn the
wheels of this vast machine— and at only two revolutions per second — enough energy will be furnished to
light a million lamps. The huge 56,250-kv-a, hydroelectric
generator is 37 feet in diameter and weighs 440 tons.
After being set up, this generator was balanced, tested for
losses and overspeed, and was adjusted — all by recruit engineering graduates, supervised by experienced "Heads of
Test."
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JOIN

US IN

THE

GENERAL

ELECTRIC PROGRAM, BROADCAST EVERY SATURDAY EVENING

ON

A

NATION-WIDE

N.B.C. NETWORK

Each year many college men discard their caps and gowns
for the experience to be gained by actual test of major
G-E apparatus in the different factories. Having completed
this postgraduate course, which helps fit them for future
responsible positions, these men will be largely intrusted
with the research, design, planning, supervision of construction, and sale of this equipment.
95-870DH
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SCHENECTADY,
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